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Ih temtfa
'Print Month' Shows
Varied Art Exhibits
During the month of February,
Her work wi!i be on display
"Print Month," the Art Depart- in the Art Hall of the Granger
ment of Longwood College is Building until February 24.
sponsoring three exhibits.
An exhibit of forty original
prints entitled, "Contemporary
The first exhibit features a American Prints," is on display
group of serigraphs by Sister in the exhibition room in LancasMary Corita, chairman of the ter Library. Many of the prints
Art Department of Immaculate in this show have been on display
Heart College, Los Angeles, jin the White House and in the
California. Serigraphs are hand ! Smithsonian Institute in Washprints in the same classifica- ington, D. C. These prints will
tions as etchings, lithographs, also be on display until February
or any other graphic art medium. 24.
The name serigraph is derived On February 23 from 10 a.m.
from the root of the word "silk" ! to 4 p.m. the lobby of Lancaster
- "seri" and "graph," the root I Library will be the site of a
form for "writing." Sister Mary one day showing of 500 original
Corita has been an international I etchings, lithographs, and woodart figure for the past decade, ! cuts by such artists as Picasso,
winning more than 30 prizes and [ Chagall, and Lautrec. Other highpresenting more than 200 "one- lights include manuscript pages
man" shows here and abroad. ; from the thirteenth and fifteenth
Her works are part of the col- ; centuries, and one of the works
lections in the Metropolitan Mu- , of Koethe Kollwitz, who is reseum in New York, the Victoria nowned as history's most acand Albert Museum in London, complished woman artist. The
and the Bibhotheque Nationale Rottern Gallery of Baltimore is
In Paris. Sister Mary Corita's responsible for bringing this exconcept of art differs from that hibit to our campus.
of most religious persons, for
The prints on display this
her belief is that one can feel month are all for sale; anyone
God in ordinary images as well interested should contact any
as one can in the traditional ! member of the Art Department
religious images.
of the college.

Ninth Historical Novel
Published By Sprague
Dr. Rosemary Sprague, pro- I in England. She was also a
fessor of English at Longwood ! member of the first school of
College, has written a novel about Letters at Kenyon College.
the Norman Conquest. This is
Miss Sprague's ninth historical
novel.
Entitled "Red Lion and Gold
Dragon," the book will be published on February 24 by Chilton Books, the publisher of Miss
Sprague's highly regarded "Forever in Joy," a biography of RobThe Home Economics Departert Browning.
ment is sponsoring a series of
In her latest book Miss Sprague demonstrations featuring the
utilizes the Norman Conquest as j French chef, Pierre Flori, on
a background for her story of ! February 28th. Mr. Flori, who is
romance and intrigue during the a member of the ARA Slater
Saxon twilight in England. The School and College Services, will
novel's hero, a Saxon loyal to speak and demonst rate F r e n c h
King Harold, survives the his- j cuisine, including crepe suzettes,
toric Battle of Hastings and lives | omelets, and sauces.
to serve and win the respect of
Mr. Flori was born of French
the victor, William of Normandy. ; parents in Algeria and attended
An authority on children's lit- school in North Africa. He then
erature, Miss Sprague has ap- attended the Hotel School conpeared professionally on the ducted by the Societe Suisse des
stage and has lectured on Shake- Hoteliers in Lausanne, Switzerspeare.
land.
A graduate of Bryn Mawr, the
In addition to operating his own
author did her graduate work at restaurant, the "Chez Pierre" in
Western Reserve University Tangiers, Mr. Flori has served
from which she received the as a chef in leading hotels in
Ph.D. degree while serving as a London, Algeria, Belgium, ScanFellow - in - English. She has dinavia, Spain, Italy, and Tanstudied at the Shakespeare In- giers.
stitute at Stratford-upon-Avon,
The ARA Slater Services are
England, and the University of sponsoring demonstrations by
London.
Mr. Pierre Flori in a number of
Miss Sprague has been a dele- schools and colleges. Longwood
gate to the conference on English will be the first college to have
literature at Oxford University this demonstration.
—
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Contemporary Print— 'Turtle" by Jacques Hnlidoraky.

L C English Professor
Writes Life Of Emerson
Dr. William J. Sowder, as- ties Scholar, a high academic
sociate professor of English at distinction.
Longwood College, is the author
A native of Roanoke, Va., Sowof a new book on the life of der received the B.S. degree
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
from Virginia Polytechnic InstiPublished recently by the Uni- tute, the M.A. from University
versity Press of Virginia, the of Virginia, and the Ph.D. from
book is a study of Emerson's University of Kentucky.
impact upon the British Isles
and Canada as seen through the
eyes of Victorian journalists during the period of 1840-1903.
Entitled "Emerson's Impact
on the British Isles and Canada," the work is organized
around three key chapters in
which the author traces Emer- Have you heard the beautiful
son's reputation step by step tone of the harpsichord? MENC,
and notes changes occurring in the Music Educators National
the great poet's reputation Conference, is sponsoring a
abroad.
faculty lecture March 2 at 5:00.
According to the author, Em- It will be held in classroom #1,
erson's critics were interested Uarman Hall. Mr. Hesselink, the
in nearly all aspects of the poet's 'organ instructor at Longwood,
life, but Sowder states that criti- will give a complete demoncal interest and comment center- stration of the instrument.
ed in Emerson's philosophy, re- He will also compare the piano
ligion, literary style, reputation, land the harpsichord as well as
and influence in both England give the historical background
of the instrument. The topic also
and America.
Now on a one-year leave of includes the information conabsence from Longwood, Dr. cerning the music written for
Sowder is spending this year at the harpsichord. Mr. Hesselink's
Duke University as a Humani- talk will be very interesting.

Music Club
Presents L. C.
Faculty Lecture

Reed & Barton Contest
Offers Scholarships
(1) During the months of Feb- (4) In the 1967 "Silver Opinion
rary and March, Reed & Barton, Competition," an entry form ilAmerica's oldest major silver-^ lustrates twelve designs of
smith*, are conducting a "Silver sterling with eight designs of
Opinion Competition" in which both china and crystal. The envaluable scholarships totalling trant simply lists the three best
$2050 are being offered to duly combinations of sterling, china,
enrolled women students at a and crystal from the patterns
few selected colleges and uni- illustrated. Scholarships and
awards will be made to those
versities.
entries matching or coming
(2) In the 1966 Competition, closest to the unanimous selecRuth Klemmser, Class of tions of table-setting editors
'67, was one of the major prize from three of the nation's leading
winners of a starter sef in magazines. Sandra Mclvor is the
sterling silver, china, and crys- Student Representative who is
tal for her entry from matching conducting the "Silver Opinion
Reed 4 Barton sterling patterns Competition" for Reed & Barton
with leading china and crystal at Longwood College. Those inpatterns.
terested in entering the "Silver
(3) Longwood College has been Opinion Competition" should
selected to enter this Competi- contact her at 216 South Cunningtion in which the First Grand ham for any additional InformaAward is a $500 scholarship;
tie also has samples of 12
Second Grand Award is a $300 of the most popular Reed & Barscholarship, Third Grand Award ton designs so that entrants can
tiolarship; Fourth, see how thse sterling patterns
Fifth and Sixth Awardi are $200 actually look.
scholarships; and Seventh,
(5) Through the opinions on
Eighth, Ninth and Tenth are $100 silver design expressed by colscholarships. In addition, there lege women competing for these
will be 100 other awards con- scholarships, Reed & Barton
sisting o| .tiiiin silver, fine
to compile a valuable lichina, and crystal with a retail brary of expressions of Amerivalue of approximately $51
can ta

Upon returning to school after Yen; Simmons Armstrong and
the semester break, immediate Bruce Escew as soldiers; Donna
preparations began for the Barnes, Cheryl Rose, Linda Bullargest production the Players ter, and Pat Quinn as Mandaand the Jongleurs have present- rins; Terry Hall as the photoed this school year. The first play grapher, soldier, and waiter; and,
scheduled for second semester Linda Powers, Joette Bailey,
is "The Chinese Wall," written Donna Jenkins, Judy Fedzuid,
by the contemporary Swiss play- Mary Polifka, Janie Stoops, Marwright Mac Frisch. Performance tha Cafazza and Jennifer Dunville
nights are scheduled for March as Coolies.
Others include: Jay Maynard
16, 17, and 18.
as Romeo; Sandy Peterson as
A man goes back in time and Juliet; Bill Weiss as Napoleon;
tries to show people that they Frank Faust as Columbus; Freda
can learn and benefit by other Richards as L'Inconnue; Tom
people's mistakes instead of reBradley as Pilate; Neil Airdas
peating them. A Chinese emperor
Don Juan; Bob Ilearn as Brutus;
gives a masquerade party. Many Dr. Simpson as Philip II; David
famous people throughout time Simpson as William Tell's son;
attend this party such as: Romeo Karolyn McAoo as Cleopatra;
and Juliet, Columbus, Brutus, Patsy Stryker as Mary Stuart;
and Mary Stuart.
Tom Harrett as Tails; Waverly
The cast for "The Chinese Land as Cutaway; Carolyn JackWall" was chosen by Dr. Patton son as Helen of Troy; Linda
Lockwood and the executive coun- Pelikan as Pocaliontas; Topper
cil of the Longwood Players dur- Crook as Louis XIV; and, Janet
ing try-outs held in January. Sofley as Betsy Ross.
Costumes are being supervised
The play contains forty-five
roles, twenty-five of which are by Mr. Dale Melsness. He Is
female parts and the remaining assisted by a crew of Longwood
twenty-one are males. Many students who are interested in
characters have two parts.
! design and sewing. The director,
The cast is the following: John ■ Dr. Lockwood, will he assisted
Adams as Contemporary; Jim by Hortonsp Mitchell, I junior
Rhodes as Hwang Ti; Diana Cole- I English major who is a member
man as MeeLan; SherryMathews ' of Alplia Psi Omega, the honoras Sui; Wayne Melton as Da Hing ary dramatics fraternity.

Noted Scholar Discusses
''Shakespeare 9s Women'*
On Thursday, March 2, at 1:00 cals such as "Story," "The New
p.m., Bernard Grebanier, Pro- Yorker," and "The Saturday Hefessor of English at Brooklyn iview of Literature." TwopromiCollege, will speak to all inter- nent articles on Shakespeare are
ested students and faculty mem- "Avonian Willy" ("Horizon,"
bers on the topic, "Shakespeare's 1964), and' 'Lady Macbeth of 1 .onWomen." Dr. Grebanier will ap- don" ("Shenandoah," Summer
pear at Longwood under the aus- 1952). Professor Grebanier repices of Beorc Eh Thorn, hon- cently appeared on the television
program, "Camera Three" to
orary English society.
Dr. Grebanier originally discuss his latest book, which
studied to be a concert pianist. deals with the Eighteenth CenDuring his last weeks as an un- tury Shakespearean Festival il
dergraduate at the College of the Stratford-upon Avon.
Dr. Grebanier's hobbies inCity of New York, he was offerclude
collect ing aii'
ed a position teaching Shakespeare the following year. The Renaissance intaglios, Greek and
position was accepted, though he Roman vases, and Renaissance
had never planned to teach, but and some contemporary paintthe choice was never regretted. ings. Also an entlm la 111 col*
Gre»
Dr. Grebanier received his Ph.D. lector of books, Pi
from New York University in banier's library contain., more
than 15,000 volumes, all In I
1930.
In his role as professor, this rate books.
noted Shakespearean scholar has Currently Editor of UN 1 I ■
. Dr.
taught courses in Playwrlting, Shakespeare i
Milton, History of Literary Grebanier is I mtmber "I DM
Criticism, English Romantic Poetry Society of Aim
P.E.N.
Poets, and Shakespeare.
March 2 will mark II.<
Dr. Grebanier's versatility as
er's second visit totbaLOBgvOOd
both scholar and author i
ed by his numerous publications. campus. The location of the lecA cross-section of titles include ture will be announced later.
"The Heart of Hamlet," "Englist Literature and Its Backgrounds," "Moliere's, the Misanthrope," (an English acting
version), and "ThorntonWilder." Others include "Fuans,
Satyrs, and a Few Sages," and
"College Writing and Reading"
(with S. Reiter). He has also
written many articles, stories,
essays, and poems for a

Honors Council
Quote
There is nothing so stupid
as an educated man, If you get
off the thing that he was educated in.
-Will Rogers
HUtNMIK f.ltl HWII It

I
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The Demon Ruler

Oleg Cassini Says

Shell's Yells

Various aspects of college life ore sharply criticized
DESIGNER FABRICS MAKE FINER FASHION
from time to time, but one area that constantly is under
Would it shock and surprise you to learn that a designer can't
attack is the Student Government This organization is
design absolutely anything he wants in this world? Would it dismay
found in different forms on nearly every college campus
you to learn that we are severely limited in what we can do - not
in the United States, and more often than not, is thought
only by what you will accept (a minimal consideration for some
of by most students as the "demon ruler," "the powerful
of us) but by economic factors and - more important - by what
oligarchy," or so some students believe.
is available to us, such as what fabrics, what patterns, in what
quality of material.
In reality, this conception of the Student GovernSuppose, for example, that I design a dress with a particular
ment is a narrow and an immature one The students who
fabric
in mind for its use. Then suppose I look around at all the
propogate this "power" myth are a minority, but, it
fabrics produced by the various textile firms- and suppose I don't
seems, a powerful one They attack the organization itfind a single texture or pattern that would approximate what I was
self and the right of the organization to exist as a ruling
thinking of when I designed the dress. Well, my choices are then
body, and they attack the people who are a port of the
obvious: I can settle for the best of what is available, or I can
organization This attitude appears on every campus,
make suitable adjustments in my designed garment to take into
and Longwood is no exception
account the nature of the fabric I am forced to use.
Since last September, a number of Longwood stuOf course, there is one other alternative, but it is a major
dents have criticized our Student Government, either
undertaking, not entered into lightly. It is called doing it yourself.
openly, or at the well-known dinner table clutch or in the
Now that is a more significant step to take than those few
privacy of their own rooms They have taken offense with
words
may indicate - because it means instant freedom to follow
House Association "The dormitory rules around here
any
creative
direction at all, with no thought to other more
are as thick as the people who make them " They have
commercial
or
practical considerations. It means that I can
taken offense with Judicial Board "What gives them
design a garment fully and at once, so that the fabric and design
3
the right to say who stays and who goes " And they have
are conceived simultaneously and are so interrelated that they
taken offense with Legislative Board: "Why don't they do
complement each other perfectly. One i6 incomplete without the
something beneficial instead of |U3t creating more comother, and less than perfect. It means the best possible design
1
mittees' "
because all the elements are made for each other, with only
Perhaps these quotations are not characteristic of the
each other taken into consideration. There need be no settling
student body as a whole, but they rehect the attitudes
for second best, for what is merely available.
of some of the students Too often, attitudes such as
Do you know what else it means? It means that when you buy a
these spread too quickly to too many people
dress, a caftan, a pair of party pajamas from a designer who also
Those who hold this position may be |ustified in their
N - ibf-i.
designs his own fabric, you are not about to see yourself coming
«:—zz.-„\
beliefs, but it is quite likely that they are not Too often
and going. You won't see the same dress in a less expensive edition.
they have been, influenced by others, have taken the
You won't see the same fabric in a lumpy, indistinguished dress.
May the lurk of the l.epr.t haiins RO with you class of '68.
latest gossip as truth, have become resentful because
And you won't see it in tablecloths, window curtains or maternity
they were given a campus or a call down Those who feel
clothes. That should represent some measure of comfort for the
that Student Government is a detriment to the campus
women whose gravest dread is facing their same dress across a
should take a few minutes to ask themselves one very imcrowded room.
portant question; Is my attitude justified?
It is, as you might expect, a big commitment for a designer to
Consider the purpose of Student Government, and
tackle the fabric aswellasthegarments.lt is of course more work,
remember that it is designed to serve all students This
because a splendidly patterned and vividly colored design does not
includes people with varied backgrounds, beliefs, and
come easily, nor is its production a simple matter. But to be able
ideas So you don't feel that you need to be reminded
to finally get what one really had hoped to achieve, to have complete
that pets are not allowed in the dormitory* Well, someone
(Ed. note: the following are morrow. . .somebody up there control and complete responsibility - that is worth it all. It frees
else may need to be reminded
impressions recollected after likes us. . .symbols of man's the imagination from unnecessary shackles. It enables a designer
The Student Government works for all students - -i viewing Sister Mary Corita's loves, hopes, beliefs. . .Why to give you his very best work. This is the most he can do.
not for |ust a few This is not an easy task. Those who serigraph (silk-screen) prints on Not. . .Correlates life and world
FASHION MIRROR
are elected to offices in House Association, Legislative display in the Art Department). in her works. . .Get with the
Fashions in handbags are as
Board, and Judicial Board spend many hours trying to
Understand the artist clothed action. . .Wine that rejoices quixotic as the rest of the clothing
make regulations and to act on them in such a way that in a black nun's garb — popular man's heart. . .Powerful enough world, and this season the world
•3 •
the maiority of students will be served. Their purpose is sign of a world apart?. . .Life is to make a difference. . .Here- is small. Even delicate. Surely
not to restrict the student, but to give her as much free- just a bowl of cherries. . .some- and-now glories of God's world unobtrusive. They are little black
«
dom of choice and individual responsibility as is possible times. . .Spirit vitally in the . . .Humble - Research Works rectangles, about the size of
4
world, transforming the every- Wonders With Oil. . .1 Like God, | books and even paperback books.
in a campus situation
.Words of Seldom in perfectly smooth leathThe "dissenter" should also consider the role of the1 day in,° revolutionary visions... God Likes Me.
individual student Though any form of campus govern- ! Apples are basic. . .Understand- Beatle's songs. . .Who, what, er, they can be textured, "quiltment or ruling body must necessarily work for the major- ing that as men of earlier cen- when, where, why, now?. . .You, ed," pressed, or made of real
ity, this does not mean that the needs or wishes of the ! turies found in their daily lives love, anytime, anyhow, because reptilian skins. Most frequently,
student as an individual are not considered Most certain- I signs of God's power. . .Asking you are you, anywhere. . .pic- their handle is metallic - perthat we, too, look for them. . . tures on cereal boxes, .Some- hapS a Hjft cnajn or Shiny metal
ly, they are considered
The Student Government is not oerfect Those who Wonder, helps build strong bodies body up there likes us. . .Big.
fashioned to look like bamboo,
hold the highest offices in Student Government will be 12 ways. . .Art not for art's Help. . .Love. . .Bird. .To the this season's most popular
the first to admit this. Students should remember that 'sake but art for man's sake. .. Lovings, new hope. . .the sheen phenomenon. And this land of
they are doing a difficult job in the best way they can, Passion is the very fact of God of stamps. . .Do you think I can handbag is just perfect for suits
and that the result of their work is usually beneficial. in man. ..Buoyant,poignantlang- handle it?. . .the typography in and other daytime ensembles However, for Student Government to be better it needs |uaee' • -Gusto» what does it movie magazines. . .Leaves. . . if you don't carry cigarette cases,
the co-operation of the student body as a whole and per-mean- any*3/?- • -Visual and!leaving everything in green in lighters, eyeglasses, and other LITTLI BLACK BAGS
.Over time and under- common place necessities, all of
haps more importantly, it needs the respect of the student.*^1: ' -December TwentyFOR DAT OB NIGHT
body A desirable working relationship between student Fifth and Always Interested in I stand in spring there are not which are apt to be too big for
Birthdays.
.
.Power
Up.
.
.Seeing
]
many
days
or
any.
.
.left
to
the
little
bags.
qovernment ond the student body will be attained only
For evening, on the other hand, the little bag is equally
if the individual approaches the ruling body with a in the powerful sips of today *ant - one perhaps, must have
mature attitude and a desire to see the organization something of the manifestation \to leave to Love. . .Yes. . .Yes popular and more practical. Here the same shapes will be found in
and much of the hope for to- • • .Yes
black peau de soir, silk shantung or moire.
truly serving every student

i

Art Impressions Show

Sister's Religious Gusto

„-<•-»

Around TheCampi
Wednesday, February 22
7:00 p.m. - Spanish Club presents speaker: Senor Ignaus
Manuel Munoz of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, topic: "Goya," Student Lounge,
all students invited to attend.
Thursday, February 23
10 a.iu.-l p.m. - Art Sale, original prints, Lancaster Library
Saturday, February 25
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. - Swingin' Medallions in concert, Jarnan Hail
8:00 p.m. -12:00 p.m. - Junior Ring Dance, Senior Dining Hall
Sunday, February 26
Church
12:30 p.m. _ Longwood Speaks, WFLO
6:30 p.m. - W.
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FASHION TIP
With all of these new beaded dresses around, what's a girl
to wear on her feet? They're sure to be noticed, at the end of that
vast expanse between short, short hem and suddenly conspicuous
foot. Well, the one thing you don't want to do is wear a heavylooking black or very dark shoe if your beaded wonder is pale
and lightly shimmering. Save the black shoes for the black dresses
which gleam with jet and sequin, but don't even consider them if
By PHYLLIS HUMMER
from Belton, S. C, was once a your dress is any of the lighter tones. Either get a fabric shoe that
Want to know how to make folk singer, plays trumpet and is very neutral (such as champagne-colored silk) or get one of
teenagers scream, parents sigh, sings. Born in Greenville, S. C, the newer materials such as vinyl or metallic silver or gold (or
Promoters grin, and disc jockeys Brent Fortson plays sax, flute, a subtly speckled mixture). You don't want your feet to overshadow
piano, organ and bass, and sings. the dress, for that is hardly where you want all eyes to be. So just
Play records?
Here are the directions: Take Doubling on tenor sax and bass Jtry to find shoes that blend'well in color and harmonize in feeling.
eight wild, slightly goofy guys guitar, Jimmy Perkins also
from the heart of Dixie (or should sings, likes to hunt and fish
we just say "rather uninhibited and finds himself attracted to
Southern gentlemen"), add lots of girls with long hair. Jimbo
guitars, drums, piano, organ, Doares plays guitar and sings,
trumpets, saxophone, flute and enjoys "Snoopy" and "Dr.
any other musical instrument Seuss." Chicken noodle soup and
that's handy, then blend well with waterskiing are the forte of Steve
enthusiastic singing, a few shouts Caldwell - when he isn't playing
and a scream or two.
sax or singing. Charlie Webber The World University Serrice vided to start a project and the
If you followed directions you had a football scholarship, likes (WUS), more familiar to Long- students must work to complete
now have one of the hottest groups big steaks, and weightlifting, wood students as WUS, will begin it. Student centers, libraries,
March 6, and continue until March dormitories, and cafeterias, are
in America today-The Swingin* plays trumpet and sings.
Meadallions. For the desired ef- The Swingin' Medallions re- 10. Freshman commission mem- some of the projects made posfect, those eight wonderful guys cord for Smash Records. Includ- oers Cherie Weeks, Betsy Rice, sible with aid from WUS. More
must be John McElrath, Carroll ed on their list of hits are Chris McDonnell, Janis Austin, specifically, In one of the Asian
Bledsoe, Charlie Webber, Jimmy "Double Shot (Of My Baby's Martha Conway, Linda Cooper, countries, at one time, no books
Perkins, Steve Caldwell, Jimbo Love)", "She Drives Me Out Candee Dickeman, Jane Ed- were available for its students.
Doares, Joe Morris and Brent Of My Mind," "Night Owl," "I wards, Patsy Peach, Stuart Win- Through WUS, the students were
Fortson.
Don't Want To Lose You, Baby." die, Marcy Woodall, and Andrea able to secure typewriters and
This magic formula has been You haven't experienced real Myers will be taking collections other necessary materials which
tested time and time again on the excitement until you see the dy- from students in their dorms, they used to lecture notes from
younger set around the country, namic Swingin" Medallions per- and also from the faculty and classes into textbooks of their
and the results have been amaz-'form on stage-in Jarman Audi- administration.
own. This is only one illustraing. Nine and a half out of every torium, February 25, from 3 t01 WUS was founded in 1919 after tion of how desperately students
ten young fans questioned -along 5 p.m.
the First World War in hope of of underdeveloped nations want
with ahighpercentageof the more
giving students in less fortunate the tools necessary for educamature crowd - agree that The
countries a better opportunity tion, and how important the World
Swingin' Medallions are great,
in education. Sixty countries University Service is in giving
All students are invited to participate in WUS, with Canada, them a start.
super, fab, tuff, groovey, boss,
etc. (Translation: they're very, attend Union Vespers at the the United States, and European The Freshman Commission
Baptist Student Center on Sun- countries being the largest con- will be providing a brief film,
very good.)
day,
March 5 at 6:30 p.m. tributors.
For those who want only the
"The Challenge and the Answer,"
facts, here's a not-very-scien-l A speaker, The Reverend WilThe World University Service to further illustrate the workings
tific breakdown on the basic in- [ liam Lancaster, will be pre- is not carried out on a national of WUS on Wednesday, March 1,
gredients: Drummer Joe Morris sented. His topic will be basis - it is sponsored strictly after dinner in the downstairs
is from Ninety-six, S. C, enjoys "Freedom Without Responsi- by student organizations, such dining hall. Everyone is urged
spy novels, sports cars and bility."
I as the National YWCA and YMCA, to come. This is the only campusReverend Lancaster is cur- the United States National Stumovies. John McElrath, also
wide fund raising project on our
from Ninety-six, plays organ and rently pastor of First Bap- dent Association.
campus, so all students are askpiano, sings, digs chess, art and tist Church, Decatur, Georgia.
The WUS program is not a ed to help make this year's WUS
sports. Carroll Bledsoe hails
handout. Enough money is pro- campaign a success.

The Swingin' Medallions

Enjoy Concert Success

:WUS Makes Appeals;
Sponsored By YWCA

il
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Sire Spectates

Mary Baldwin College

Attention Varsity Tennis Play- friends together and tab I
ers!! There will bean organiza- °"< to Longwood Estate. Its a fun
tional meeting on March 8, atiwa>" ,0 sPend a l*autirul Mer~
5:30 p.m. for anyone interested noon!
The United States Lawn Tennis
Mrs. Harriss and Miss HuffRemember, it's not too late to
in trying out for the team. Mrs.
Association will present a Tennl man will be attending the clinic.
Harriss would like a good turnout start coming to the gymnastic
Clinic to be held at Mary Bald- For further information, confor this meeting which will be meetings which are held each
win College on March 3 and 4. tact Mrs. Harriss and/or check
held in her office (located on the Wednesday. See Miss Andrews
This program will be of special the information posted on her offirst floor of Student Building, for further information on this.
interest to coaches, teachers, fice door. Do this as soon as
near the Student Lounge). Mrs. Take advantage of Rec. Swims
and Physical Education majors, possible because there is a deadHarriss also invites all interest- and recreational bowling.
as wellas any other students. The line date for the registration
ed
students to come to the new They're held for your benefit and
program will begin at 7:30 p.m. fees and room reservations.
gym and get in some early prac- they're fun!
on Friday and run through 4:00
tice. The team will be selected
p.m. on Saturday.
Peace Corp Plea
after the student teachers return.
Included in the program will be
Don't forget the upcoming
demonstrations of various WASHINGTON, D. C. -Jan. 16Water Show. Miss Bush, the H20
strokes, teaching techniques, Peace Corps Director Jack
Club members and the Corkettes
lesson planning, coaching, offici- Vaughn appealed this week to
have really worked hard to put
ating, etc. Two tennis profes- spring college graduates to meet
the show together. Hope to see
sionals from Richmond will also an urgent need for 188 Volunbe attending the clinic. Free ma- teers in 15 specializedprograms
Jump shot — I. to r.: Connie Gallahan. LC; Mrs. Hummel y'all at the performances!
The Intramural basketball
Nearly half of the 3.8 million
terial will be available.
facing serious shortfalls in per- I official: Evelyn Sarcarnt. M. W.
games are now in progress. youngsters who entered the ninth
A registration fee of $3.00 will sonnel.
Check this page for some rule grade this fall probably will go
be charged. All room reservaVaughn said applicants for
tions must be made at hotels! the programs-which enter trainchanges, and keep an eye on the to college, but only one in five
as soon as possible. The college; ing between February and May A. A. bulletin board for a posting is likely to stay long enough
will not accommodate anyone, out | will be processed immediately.
of the game schedules and scores. to win a degree, according to
meals may be bought there.
Best of luck to the Varsity data prepared by the U. S. Office
Interested persons should apBasketball team in their return of Education.
ply or write to Chuck Butler,
Some 1.7 million, or 44 per
game with R.P.I, which will take
Director of Recruiting, Peace
On
February
14,
L.
C.'s
Varing
honors
with
14
points).
Vani
e
in
Richmond
on
February
cent,
will probably enter colp
aC
Corps, Washington, D. C., 20525.
lege, but approximately only
Applications are available at sity Basketball team had quite a nie was next in line with 9points. ,27.
most post offices and from Peace basket battle going with the team Once again the guards did a fine \ Keys for the A. A. bicycles can 780,000, or 21 per cent, may
Corps campus liaison officers. from Randolph-Macon Woman's job of blocking shots, rebound- ■ only be obtained from Carol win a four-year bachelor's deThe programs for women with College. Our L. C. team was ing, and stealing the ball. The Blythe in Stubbs 412. Get a few gree.
background requirements and behind 7 to 15 at the end of the final total: L.C. - 31, M.W. - 24.
starting dates for training, in- first quarter, but it came roaring The second game was a easel
Girls at Pepperdine College in clude:
back in the second to take the of the L.C. guards checking their '
Los Angeles, California are enlead.
Longwood sank nearly twice opponents with 24 points while.
Liberal arts graduates: Afthusiastically enrolling in "Mrs. ghanistan health (beginning as many shots as R.M.W.C. in our L.C. forwards poured in the!
Pat Smith's Developmental Ac- March); Morocco health (May). the second quarter. High scorer points. Our Longwood Ladies hit j
tivities For Women." It is a
Physical education majors/ for the Blue and Whites was Betty for over 5Cr7( from the charity
course in weightlifting! Although minors: Nigeria secondary edu- King with 15 points. She was fol- stripe, too. This time Linda Mcthe course is not the usual type cation (February) and Bolivia lowed by Co-captain, Connie Gal- Cullock and Marsha Tench tied
The roar of the crowd will kicks with those of her group so
of activity one pictures the mines (community development, lahan, and Judy Turner who scor- for high scorer with 9 points each.
quiet
into a calm as the show as to put emphasis on each high
American woman indulging in, April).
ed 11 points each. It was a good Barbara Matthews and Betty King
each
had
7
points.
The
game
\
begins.
Not only for the audience Point of the music.
we are told that "it is not cal- Nurses: Colombia (March).
game all the way. Terry
culated to make her into an
Schwartz had 20 points for consisted of fine ball handling, but for the H20 Club and Cor-i Ttte title {or tnis year's show
Amazon." After completing the
R.M.W.C, but the L. C. guards good passing, and a lot of net kettes a new and exciting pro- is «Best of a Nation," exhibiting
course, Mrs. Smith believes her
held their other opponents in swishing by the Blue and Whites. gram will unfold. On March 8, .^e different music formsborniii
girls should be able to lift 115
check. The final score, L. C. - The net swishing is easily seen 9, 10 and 11, the big days will be tne United states The show will
pounds on the bench press, run a
in the final scored, L.C. - 49, here in Longwood's swimming open witn a fast movement to the
51 and R.M.W.C. - 44.
pool. For months, these girlsjmUsic of the "Western Symmile, and do 30 men's pushups.
The second game with M.W. - 24.
Congratulations are in order have been practicing routines, phony." From there, the swimHere's to future femme Olympic
Mr. Bruce Martin has been R. M.W.C. was completely domistars from Pepperdine!
made Associate Manager of the nated by our Longwood Ladies. for the First and Second teams, music coordinations, and cos-|iners will present routines with
Liquor is now permitted in Longwood College Slater Service. IL.C. had a commanding lead of who at "The Rotunda" deadline,turning. At 8:00 p.m. on the 8th American jazz, Broadway, Dixie
George Washington University's His job is to assist Mi. Pennock 17 to 7 at the end of the first date had a combined total of 7 of March, all the hard work of Bhies, and the music popular tothe H20 Club and Corkettes will |dav wjtn tne <ijn» crowd.
women's dormitories. A long- in the management of the dining quarter, and they never gave wins and 1 loss!!
pay off.
standing prohibition of alcoholic lull.
it up. Both the offense and the
The annual Water Show is pre- This year's show has all the
beverages was reversed by the Originally from Pennsylvania, defense had some sparkling
sented to the students to show how | makings of surpassing last year's
student Executive Board govern' Mr. Martin has been a resident pi r.s. Linda McCullock took the
music of all types Can be ex- fabulous exhibit. It is highly
lny the women's dorm.-.. I li<? lib- or Virginia since 1941. For the I scoring honors for L.C. with 12.1
that all students
eralization of rules for women past 17 years, he has been man- 'Marsha Tench and Sandy Long hCaVS bp£->(lKl)'S, |Prefsed through simultaneous(recommended
come se
routines
inthewater.Eachswime
this
show, not once
follows action by the University ager of a government installa- each scored 11 points. The game
mer coordinates her strokes and Du> twice.
last year permitting alcoholic tion serving 5,500 persons per ended with L.C. having 50 points
beverages to be served at social day. Upon leaving Arlington Hall to 24 for R.M.W.C.
functions in general campus Station, Mr. Martin received an
Last Saturday Longwood again On Wednesday, February 15,
buildings. There are four wom- official Army commendation for played on the home court, this Young Republicans from Longen's residence halls on the GW "excellent service from 1949 time with the members of the wood and Hampden-Sydney met at
campus, housing 1290 students. to 1966."
Mary Washington Varsity team. Hampden-Sydney to hear camOur girls took the lead and held paign speeches given by S. Stroit until the closing minutes of the ther Smith, HI and George Mathird quarter. The Mary Wash- son Green, Jr., both of whom are
ington girls then began sinking candidates for the Chairmanship
baskets right and left, as their of the Young Republican Federascore began to pull up. As a mat- tjon 0f Virginia,
ter of fact, it pulled up into a| Next weekend, February 25-26,
tie once. Vannie Gunter came six delegates from the Longwood
through with some beautiful shots < Young Republicans will travel to
late in the fourth quarter to give Arlington to vote for one of the
the 7 point lead to win. (wo candidates, and for other
Becky Bondurant played an out- members of the Executive Board
standing defensive as well as of- of the State Confederation.
fensive game (she took the scor-

Hosts Tennis Clinic

Ed. Office Gives
College Outlook
And Statistics

Varsity Basketballers

Defeat R-MWQ 51 - 44

Women's College
Teaches Student*
In Weightlifting

H2O Club Presents:
"Best Of A Nation'

Martin Assumes
Slater Position

LC Republicans
Plan Excursion

Festival Cf Ideas

STATE It
THRU SAT.
FEB. 22-23-24-25
ROBERT VAUGHAN
ELKE SOMMER

Affair

MORGANTOWN, W. VA.,(I.P.)
- West Virginia University's experimental and ambitious Student
Administration project, the recently concluded "Festival of
Ideas," undoubtedly will come
under close national scrutiny by
other colleges and universities.
The project, a Student Administration plan, was designed to
! encourage discussion, debate and
controversy.

PANAVISI0N.METR0C010R

Sl'N.-MON.-Tl'ES.
FEB. 2K-27-2K
PMAMOUNT

returns,-

DAVID JANSSEN
WARNING SHOT
4 has got to know in

A« Advcrlited in McCAU'S

TABOO ... the talented shoe
Captured in one pretty shoe is all that's really
fashion new. The softened square toe, artfully
opened side, shapely mid-heel. Accent stitching
adds the right fashion touch. You and TABOO
should get together soon!

1 PtDlWUNI nciuM

MARCH 1-2-3-4

WALT DISNEY

A Natural Bridge Shoe

Jbggdte

TECHNICOLOR' M

. "* SLisife 5 1
i ■

IT ' •

NEWMAN'S MEN'S
SHOP
"Traditionol Style*"
See Our Ladies'
Sportswear
Villager, McMullen
Weejuns
London Fog

MARTIN
THE
JEWELER
New Shipment Of
Earrings
Come and Choose
Your Favorite

Mrmbrrs of H20 and Corkettes practice for annual Water
Show.

Intramural* Begin;
Class Spirit Soars
Six teams have entered the tor the clasi team i' she ha ■ 1
Intramural Basketball Competi- minimum of 4 practices. Class
tion. The Senior team is known teams will be rated upon by
as "The Senior Smarts," the memih 11 ofthe re ptcthn 1 Is
JunlOl i..mi .1 "The Jolly J's," ;es. Each of the intramural teams
;will play
|UDi , beginnim 0B
and the Freshman team a
i,." The iplrlted Sopho- Monday, 1 ebruary 20, ami runMarch 7.
bavs 3 tennis particl- iiiii throu ii
i;irt promptly
pating, "The Dirty Socks," "The ■All game
I DM A.A.
Great El •,' tnd "The Klble- at 7 p.m. Pit
p 'i. .' How's thai tor a wild board toi 1 ■ I Mtata of game
time and place. Also posted on
meratlon of team namOne major rule haDft states the board urUlbntbi
Furthei mlormation concern1 player will be eligible
in the date I
team 1 srill b ,
n AH
l< one at tin
Girls On The Go
Intramural, cli 1 nad "dor
Go . . .
our favorite
Bobbi Brooks
At The

ESTHER
May Shop

t "Jill dll'l ■

Summer School
Catalogs
Will Be Available
March 15

Pajre 4
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Institute Presents
Second66-67Lecture

Committee Evaluates
Strict Study Hour ill

The second in the 1966-67 in sociology from the University
vou feel if you
von wore
How would you
Of Virginia. Presently she is
series of three lectui
kicked
out
of
the
dorms
from
sored by the Longwood College completing requirements for the
, after dinner until your curfew?
Ph.D.
logy
at
the
UniInstitute of Southern Culture was
j The House Council at Ohio State
delivered on Friday, Feb. 17, versity of Kentucky. She has
University has set up a system
at 4 p.m. in the Student Build- also done graduate work at Duke
of exiling coeds who make exUniversity
and
University
of
Caling Lounge.
cessive noise during study hours
Professor Helen M. Lewis, Iifornia.
: from the dormitory the next night.
A
former
social
worker
with
lecturer in sociology and anthroIf the girl makes noise the next
pology at Clinch Valley College ! the American Red Cross in Richtime she is permitted to come
mond,
she
has
served
as
reof the University of Vir
back into the dormitory, out she
spoke to an audience of students, search a -i rant, Bureau of Popgoes again the following night.
ulation
Economic
Research
at
the
faculty, and public on the topic
This bit of information from
"'I he Subcultures of the South- University of Virginia, directing
Ohio State University is one of
a
study
of
road
use
and
the
imern Appalachians-Their Origins
the ideas which the House Aspact of a manufacturing plant in
and Boundary Maintenance."
sociation Committee on Strict
Mrs. Lewis described her topic Charlotte County. She is a memStudy Hour is considering. The
ber
of
the
Virginia
Mental
Health
as "an attempt to delineate three
Committee has discovered tliat
subcultures of the area, especial- study commission and has served
most coUeges and universities
on
the
national
implementation
ly analyzing the impact of coal
have regulations concerning a
mining on the mountain culture committee of the American Asquiet hour in the dormitory. A
sociation
of
University
Women.
of southwest Virginia and eastcouple of the schools used the
She is also a member of the state
ern Kentucky."
technique of exiling the girls
board
of
AAUW.
Among her publications are
from the dormitory. A couple
"Marriage and the Family" and
of the smaUer colleges main"The Woman Movement and The
tained a system close to that of
Negro Movement." A paper en- I
Longwood's strict study hour.
titled "Exploration in Kinship
The larger coUeges and universiAnalysis," a study of Appalachian
ties depended on quiet hours
kinship, will be read at the southover longer periods of time.
LoBfWOOd
.nut
ll.iinpilin-Sydnoy
student
prepare
to
donatr
ern sociological meeting this
The Committee feels the need
blood
during
Blnortmohllo
visit.
spring. Currently the sociol-;
to evaluate Longwood's system
ogist is working on a research
of strict study hour and perhaps
project in which she is studying! The addition of a fifth officer
to make changes. At the moment
to
the
Campus
Police
this
week
the impact of technology on the j
there are three possibilit
will
enable
Longwood's
security
organization of coal mining com-1
1. The first possibility i.s a
organization
to
provide
24-hour
munities.
quiet hour which would SXtSOd
police
protection,
it
is
announced
A native of Jackson County,!
from 1:00 p.m. until 7:00 a.m.
Georgia, Mrs. Lewis received by LTC John E. Carr in, USA,
the next morning. There would
Ret.,
business
manager
and
the B.A. degree from Woman's;
be no such thing as a strict
College of Georgia and the M.A. treasurer.
Longwood and Hampden-Syd- recent visit will be credited to study hour, but students would
Willie Oertel, the new policeman, goes on duty Wednesday, ney College students donated 140 the Farmville Area Chapter,
Feb. 15. Other members of the pints during the bloodmobile visit which is comprised of Prince Edcampus police force are Earl to the Longwood campus Feb- ward County, Buckingham CounJohnson, Earl Seamster, James ruary 9. This student effort was ; ty, and Cumberland County.
Peggy Thompson was the LongT. Webb, and CorneliusH. Smith, 30 pints over the 110-pint quota.
the College's Institutional Chief Mrs. Janice Chapman, blood ,wood College chairman for the
of Police. At least one of these program chairman for the spon- visit and conducted a very sucmen may be reached day or night soring Farmville Area Red Cross cessful drive on our campus. Bill
Chapman College's floating by calling 392-6212, headquar- Chapter, was "quite pleased that Carter was the student contact
By IDA MAYE SIMMONS
campus, the s.s. Ryndam, em- i ters of the Campus Police at the our students supported the pro- at Hampden-Sydney. Area docgram so generously." She said tors each contributed one-hour's
barked Tuesday, February 7, with west end of Ruffner.
Mr. Pennock this week releasa student body of 450 for the
There will be an officer on duty the campus results "pretty well time during the bloodmobile visit.
spring semester at sea. The; each day on Pine Street to direct even" the chapter with its 1967
The chapter is proud to an- ed the results of the Slater Food
liner will journey to ports in traffic when the students are quota. A 1966 collection below the nounce two donors who have given Preference Survey given to LongSouth America, Africa and Eur- crossing the street on their way chapter quota must be made up a gallon of blood: Dr. Anthony wood College students last fall.
ope, terminating in New York to lunch and dinner.
this year, and the make-up is Munoz, a local physician and Mr. Mr. Pennock, Slater Manager,
May 25.
Richard J. Medell, supervisor of noted few changes in the survey
Chief Smith has expressed ap- right on schedule.
Classes are held six days a preciation to the many Longwood The Bloodmobile Center is in the data processing center at results over last year's survey.
week at sea. Facilities include, students who make use of the Roanoke, and this center covers Longwood. Both received gold As has been the policy in the
classrooms, laboratories, a' crosswalks as they cross High one-third of the state of Virginia. pins in recognition of their gen- past, foods most liked by students will be most often served.
theatre, library, and hospital. Street.
All blood collected during the lerous contribution.
The foods not liked are not
served.
Several foods were noted by
the Slater Manager as not well
liked and not served: Hungarian
goulash, liver, salmon roll, ami
corned beef hash. Mr. Pennock
will serve several foods more ofThree students recently be- is based on the point system. ten as a result of their high surcame members of the Longwood Prospective members earn vey rating: blueberry pie, apple
Players. They are MaylingSimp- points by working as crew chiefs, pie, and veal cutlet parmazano.
son, Martha Jones, and Nancy i playing a major or minor part
Discrepancies between the
Morton. To be eligible for mem- in ,i college production, or per- Survey percentages and the
bership, the girls must first work forming other jobs connected with amount of a food actually conas apprentices. They may attend tin production of the plays. After sumed by the students. Cabbage
meetings of the Longwood Play- enough points have been earned was rated at 55?i liked; Mr.
ers but cannot vote. After they - usually about 50 points - the Pennock noted thatmorethan
la become official members of the cabbage is eaten. Apple
have either worked on two major
productions, or otherwise com- of Alpha Psi Omega.
crisp was rated highly by the Surpleted two semesters of play
vey, but Longwood students eat
Tulip Teasers
production, they are eligible for
less apple crisp than the Survey
membership in the Longwood
showed. Mr. Pennock plans to test
By
Players. The girls are also
the peach cobbler ratings. Peach
judged on the amount of interest
cobbler was rated at 82% liked.
Helena Rubcnstein
they show in play production and
The Slater manager plans to
the Longwood Players.
Tempting Teases
serve the dessert soon to note
Alpha Psi Omega, national honhow much of it is actually conOf Color
orary dramatics fraternity, also
sumed.
has initiated six new members:
Mr. Pennock expressed conFor Lips and Nails
Martha Hall, Joanne Black,
cern over the 60'{ rating of bufCheryl Rose, Peggy Thompson,
fet meals. He said that family
Mary Polifka, and Linda Long.
style dinner on Sunday night was
Membership in Alpha Psi Omega
impossible since (1) few waitresses would be off on weekends
I nsjhsh PrOVtfM ul Spur* i
and (2) the dining hall never knows
how many people to prepare for
on Sunday nights.
We have your favorite
The following are a sample of
the Slater Survey results. The
sterling pattern ... as featured in
complete Survey has been posted

Oertel Becomes
Campus Officer;
Assumes Duties

■ <ll

/Inrli.,.

11 1 .w..l ... . . i. i I

'-"

Bloodmohile Quota

Exceeded By Students

Floating Campus
Embarks; Spring
Semester Begins

Slater Survey Notes
LC Food Preference

Two L. C Dramatics

Groups Gain Members

CRUTE'S

'ne

Reed & Barton's

SILVER OPINION
COMPETITION
Sec the * omplete
Reed & Barton < ollection <is well as

HOu

MMnm

A FREE DOLLAR Back With Every

rHS

JE WE

^MmbUle^Ba.

Spring Has Sprung

Your Clothes Cleaned. Get

PLUS

S3 Of Dry Cleaning Brought In On
Tuesday, Wednesday, ond Thursday.
Open 7-6 Monday Saturday.
One Block From

Shopping Center

110 South Street

Soft Cooked Eggs

Doughnuts
Grits

» * *
APPETIZERS
Fresh Banana
Stewed Prunes
* * ♦

SOUPS
Chicken Noodle Soup
Vegetable Soup
Tomato
* » *
SALADS
Cottage Cheese
Carrot Raisin
Lettuce and Tomato
Head Lettuce
* * *
SANDWICHES
Submarine
Hamburger
Egg Salad
* * »
ENTREES
Roast Beef
Hot Dogs
Cold Cut Platter
Italian Spaghetti
Creamed Chipped Beef
Beef Steak
* * *
VEGETABLES
Creamed Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Cauliflower
Green Peas
Baked Potato
French Fries
Spinach

Liked

94 I
88
89 h
89
79
60
90
73
98
81
75
94
36
91
29
89
78
79

48
39
95
90
75
91
59
99
9284
94
71
98
79
92
33
82
93
96
42

BREADS

Don't Wait 3 Or 4 Days To Hare

One Hour Dry (leaning Service

in the Old Smoker.
Item
Menu
Standards of Cleanliness
Preparation of Food
Courtesy of Employees
Cafeteria Service
Buffet Meals
Appearance of Food
Seconds Policy
Table Service Meals
* * *
BREAKFAST
French Toast

» » ♦

»k« mo«t in 01V CLEANING
NO EXTRA CHARGE

those ot other lamed sihersmiths at

wrti<>

tie
be resnonsihlp
responsible to keen
keep reasonable quiet in the dormitory.
2. Another idea has been a
combination of quiet hour and
strict study hour. The quiet hour
would be from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the afternoon, and strict study
hour would be from 7:30 until
10 p.m. that evening.
3. The last possibility is to
maintain the system which now
exists. Whatever system is decided upon, the committee wishes
the students to realize that the
rules will have to be strictly
enforced.
Of course, with new ideas come
new questions. A decision must
be made as to how these rules
will be enforced and who will
enforce them. There is a tendency
in many coUeges to make it the
personal responsibility of a student to enforce the rules. There
is still a need for some sort
of regulator such as a hall president or dorm counselor. The
Committee is striving for a system which best suits the needs
of the students at Longwood.
It would be helpful to have youi
ideas about these problems because it will be your system.
If you have any ideas, give them
to your hall president or to
Jinx Washington who is the chairman of the Committee. What the
Committee really wants to know
is, "How would you feel if you
were kicked out of the dorm
for the evening?"

See Our
• SUITS
• SKIRTS
• SWIM SUITS
•

DACRON AND
COTTON SHIRT
WAISTS
Also Two Piece
Ensembles
Farmville Shopping
Center

Soft Rolls
Corn Bread
Hot Biscuits
DESSERTS
Strawberry Shortcake
Blueberry Pie
Boston Cream Pie
Brownies
Bread Pudding
Apple Crisp
Rice Pudding
* * *
BEVERAGES
Iced Tea
Hot Chocolate
Milk
Lemonade
Hot Tea
Coffee

100
66
96
96
85
94
97
35
87
50
92
91
84
92
65
63

